









	1: ORIGAMI DESIGN
	2: Chapter 1
	3: The bases
	4: By Lionel Albertinohttp://design.origami.free.fr      Here is the first practical origami card. The goal of these cards is not to give you some magic potion, which, by just waving its magic wand, would make a model pop up. Such a potion does not exist.The goal of these cards is quite simply to give you the keys, the methodology and the tips of the origami designers.      To design models, working from a base or a basic form is certainly the simplest approach for a beginner in origami design.For the base offers a well-defined form with an x number of points, proportions, layers, and axes of symmetry...A base provides a kind of blueprint to work on a given theme: animals, module, or plane...      For an origami book aimed at children, I was looking for a base very easy to fold and open enough for the imagination and creativity of a young novice folder. I wanted the base to require for its making only valley or mountain folds and no technical moves such as squash or petal folds. I wanted also the base to be quickly folded, so that it could be demonstrated in public. Last constraint was that this base had to expose all the core features of a mammal: 4 legs, a head and a tail.Of course, this base has some “flaws”, some extra layers, but these “flaws” rapidly become qualities, as the fold grows into complexity.    This card is split into 4 steps:     1)	Folding of the base     2)	Classifications     3)	Methodology     4)	Final phase                                                      Happy folding, Lionel
	5: WORKING BASE #1
	9: 4.	Turn the model over
	10: 5.	Fold along the 2 bisecting lines
	11: 6.	Turn the model over
	12: 7.	Fold along the 2 bisecting lines
	6: 1.	Valley fold along the diagonal
	7: 2.	Fold along the 2 bisecting lines
	8: 3.	Valley fold
	13: 8.	Turn the model over
	15: 10.	Rotate the model
	14: 9.	Valley fold at mid height
	16: 11.	The working base is completed
	17: CLASSIFICATIONS
	18: In origami, all animals are not equal. Personally, I sort them out into 4 categories.
	19: 1.	BalancedI put into this category all mammals that display well-balanced proportions of mass and size between the body, the head, the tail and the legs.Examples are the horse, the cow, the pig, the dog, the cat or the sheep.
	20: 2.	DistinctiveAll the animals with only one distinct feature, such as one or several atrophied or hypertrophied appendages, can be put into this category.Examples are the squirrel with its tail, the dolphin with its flippers or the lion with its mane.
	21: 3.	SpecificAll the animals with several distinct features.Examples are the giraffe with its neck and legs, the elephant with its trunk and head or the hippopotamus with its jaws and its small legs.
	22: All the categories described above can be folded with our base, but for this card, we will strictly address the category of balanced animals. Once the base and the subject are correlated, you must simplify and refine the form you want to achieve. In some way, you must imagine your subject folded in its simplest expression.
	23: METHODOLOGY
	24: a) Study of the base.The first step is to dissect the general form and the features of the base. Feel free to fold and unfold it several times and try to understand every fold and every layer, this base must have no secrets for you.
	25: b) Study of the skeleton.Starting from the axis of symmetry, try “computing” the points that will become the legs, the tail and the head of your animal
	26: c) Select a subject to work with.Every animal has an axis of symmetry: its spine, the axis that goes down from the head to the tail.Imagine your animal spread on the floor like a rug.Watch this new form and note its major features.
	27: d) Correlation.Put in parallel the features of your base and those of your working subject.No much talk is needed to realize they are very close.
	28: FINAL PHASE
	29: Now you must progress step by step and work by areas.You must never consider your model as a whole when you work on it.You must work area by area: first the hind legs, then the fore legs then the neck...A fold is no more than the addition of simple forms pieced together.Once your model is completed, you can consider it in its entirety and polish up the details.
	30: Some hints.If you really are an absolute beginner in origami, scissors cuts are allowed only to make the head.If you are an amateur, use simple folding techniques such as the pleats or crimps. Prepare several working bases and compare the results as your model is progressing.Feel free to use the techniques of advanced folders like Montroll, Budai or Lang for the head, the neck and the legs .Once your work has been completed, send a digital picture to http://design.origami.free.fr so that it can be displayed on the superb site of Nicolas.


